
Note on Coley Mill, Staffordshire (near Newport, Shropshire) 

Grid Ref: SJ 7808 1929   On a long leat from Back Brook, which from the mill 

going downstream is called Coley Brook; this runs into R. Meese, a tributary of 

R. Tern, which runs into R. Severn. 

1. This was an extremely interesting, if rather ugly, mill, in a range of farm 

buildings. It had a lot of machinery in cast iron that must have been state 

of the art when made. I found the (remains of) the silent feed for the 

millstones, the counterbalanced gate of the waterwheel and the sack 

hoist with double bollard of particular interest. The Staffordshire 

industrial archaeologist Robert Sherlock described it to me as being part 

of a “model farm”. 

2. On my first visit, on 24th October 1965 I made notes on an SPAB 

watermill survey questionnaire form, though I did not send it (nor 

apparently a copy) into SPAB.  

3. Visit in 1991. I visited on behalf of SPAB as a result of a letter they had 

received from the agent to the estate, and I remember the visit well. The 

drive to the estate office was so thick with pheasants that even driving 

slowly I thought some would get crushed under the car wheels. Mr Juhre 

mentioned that the estate was owned at the time by his mother. He was 

a very “hands-on” agent. As I arrived he got a message that some cattle 

had got loose from their field into another. He told me to come with him 

in his Ford Fiesta, which he drove with some speed over the grass fields 

and thereby rounded up the cattle to where he wanted them! 

He really wanted me to say that the mill (which seemed to be 

unchanged since my visit in 1965) was not of significant value and that it 

could be made into a residence. Apparently, the local authority were 

happy about the rest of the buildings being made into residential units, 

but he claimed that the scheme would not be viable at all without the 

mill being converted too, which of course I wasn’t happy with. It is clear 

from the internet that at least some of the other farm buildings were 

converted, but what has happened to the mill, I don’t know. 

During my visit I made further notes on the mill.     

4. The combined information from my notes of the two visits is as follows, 

with comments in square brackets: 

 A red brick mill with three floors and carried a date tablet 1842. 

Dry millpond. The tenant at the time of my visit in 1965 whom I 



evidently met was Mr Brown, Coley Farm. He told me the mill 

was built by Aqualate Estates and the [head race] channel had 

been specially excavated for the mill. In 1939 the channel broke 

and the water rejoined the main stream. No-one bothered to 

repair it so the mill ceased work. He was himself the last miller, 

before that it was his father and before him (before 1909) Mr 

Sam Brown. He said the millwright [for maintenance presumably] 

was Breeze, Parsons Barn. 

Aqualate Estates were still owners in 1991. 

 Waterwheel [internal] Completely iron, 99” radius across the 

floats, 50½” wide, undershot, had used possibly 5ft head of 

water; the starts “morticed” through the rims. Floats curved 

roughly as shown on right. [Mr Sherlock 

noted the wheel had 2 sets of 8 arms and 

32 floats. Mr Juhre said the wheel had been  

made by Massey of Newport]. 

 Wheelshaft iron 8” square with 4 ribs. 

Shut of waterwheel a counterbalanced iron sheet. [I think chains 

went up from the sheet over a pulley on a shaft and down to the 

counterweight. Somehow this was connected to the chain wheel 

shown in my colour picture, and thence by gears and shaft 

through a wall to the winding handle shown in one of my b&w 

pictures (with holes around for pegging the handle in the 

required position).]  

 Gears – Pit wheel- 2 cast-iron bolted sections, 8 radial arms, 6ft 

6in dm, 88 solid teeth. Wallower – single iron casting, 6 radial 

arms, 3ft dm, 42 solid teeth. Gt spur wheel – single iron casting, 8 

radial arms, 6ft dm, 104 solid teeth. Stone nuts – single iron 

castings, 4 radial arms, 1ft 6in dm, wooden teeth (cogs) 24 or 25, 

very worn. Crown wheel - iron, one casting arms & hub, one 

casting rim, with 2ft 3in geared ring bolted above. 

 Upright shaft – height of 2 storeys, iron, roughly square with 4 

ribs, thickness varying between 5 and 8in across ribs. 



 Millstones. On 1st floor,3 pairs of underdrift French burr stones, 

all about 4ft 4in dm, layout and 

more exact size as shown left. 

Polygonal tuns  [my 1991 photo 

shows two remaining octagonal 

tuns, on the stones nearest the 

wall.] Remains of “silent feed” 

[back left in my 1991 photo of the stone floor, (a steel cone 

supported by an iron or steel frame). The photo also shows a 

stone crane on one of the stones]. 

 The bridge trees of the stones were fixed.  Disengagement by 

hoop and screw under stone nuts. [It appears the tentering was 

by a screw directly under the stone spindle footstep bearing]  

 Sack hoist driven by slack chain; had two winding drums, winding 

chains through different hatches.  

 I noted “an intriguing shaking device driven by belt off rim of one 

of the stone nuts (incomplete).”  

 Extensive lineshafting which was driven from the waterwheel [via 

the crown wheel or the geared ring on it apparently] and 

extended to the end of both wings of the range of buildings. In 

1991 there was still in situ off this - oat roller, crusher (apparently 

for root crops), chaff cutter, rope drive to yard (rope pulleys only, 

not ropes) and (incomplete) what appeared to be a cup elevator 

for the kiln at the southern end of wing at right angles to the 

wing of the building with the mill in. 

 In 1991 chutes and the iron floor beams remained in the kiln, 

floor had gone; there was no masonry for the kiln fire either; 

could it have been iron, and removed? The upper floor of the 

rest of that wing looked to me like a malting floor. [This is 

confirmed in Sherlock’s book The Industrial Archaeology of 

Staffordshire] 

5. Stafford Record Office catalogue shows items on this mill, 

some being catalogued under Coley Farm, Gnosall, rather than Coley 

(Farm) Mill. The item entitled “grinding accounts, Coley Mill” and dated 

1842-1866 looks particularly intriguing.   

 

John Bedington, 2021 



………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

My photos etc relating to this note: 

B/W photos: Taken 24th August 1965 – ST31a, looking south east; ST31b, 

looking N; ST31c, Pit wheel and wallower close up; ST31d, pitwheel and 

wallower from further back; ST31e, One of the bridge trees with tentering  and 

disengagement devices; ST31f, bridge tree with part of wallower and gt spur 

wheels; ST31 g, weighing machine (2 negs); ST31h, handle of chain wheel for 

operating sluicegate of waterwheel; ST31i, general view of stone floor; ST31j 

crown wheel (v poor neg); ST31 k, the north tun; ST31l gate for meal in south 

tun; ST31m, sack hoist (on top floor).   

Colour pictures taken by me in 1991: 1, looking north; 2, control gear of 

waterwheel sluicegate; 3, the stones and upright shaft; 4, root crop pulper; 5, 

Roller or similar machine , and winnower. 

 


